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Abstract8

We use data from the Cascadia Initiative (CI) amphibious array and the US-9

Array Transportable Array to construct and compare Rayleigh wave isotropic and10

azimuthally anisotropic phase speed maps across the Juan de Fuca and Gorda11

Plates extending onto the continental northwestern U.S. Results from both earth-12

quakes (28–80 s) as well as ambient noise two- and three-station interferometry13

(10–40 s) are produced. Compared with two-station interferometry, three-station14

direct wave interferometry provides > 50% improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio15

(SNR) and the number of dispersion measurements obtained, particularly in the16

noisier oceanic environment. Earthquake and ambient noise results are comple-17

mentary in bandwidth and azimuthal coverage, and agree within about twice the18

estimated uncertainties of each method. We, therefore, combine measurements from19

the different methods to produce composite results that provide an improved data20

set in accuracy, resolution, and spatial and azimuthal coverage over each individual21

method. A great variety of both isotropic and azimuthally anisotropic structures22

are resolved. Across the oceanic plate, fast directions of anisotropy with 180◦ pe-23

riodicity (2ψ) generally align with paleo-spreading directions while 2ψ amplitudes24

mostly increase with lithospheric age, both displaying substantial variations with25

depth and age. Strong (> 3%) apparent anisotropy with 360◦ periodicity (1ψ) is26

observed at long periods (> 50 s) surrounding the Cascade Range, probably caused27

by backscattering from heterogeneous isotropic structures.28
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1 Introduction31

Large earthquakes (Mw ≥ 8) have recurred in Cascadia with a period of ∼500 years32

over the last 10,000 years (e.g. Atwater, 1987; Goldfinger et al., 2012), and the most33

recent one is dated to the 1700s (e.g. Nelson et al., 1995; Satake et al., 1996). Motivated34

by the capability of Mw ∼ 9 earthquakes on the Cascadia subduction zone, the Cascadia35

Initiative (CI, Toomey et al., 2014) deployed an array of ocean-bottom seismographs36

(OBS) and land stations spanning from the Juan de Fuca and Gorda Ridges onto the37

continent in the northwestern U.S. The CI array also provides an opportunity to image38

the Juan de Fuca Plate from formation to subduction, which may shed light on the39

thermal state, hydration and melt extent of the oceanic plate (e.g. Tian et al., 2013; Bell40

et al., 2016; Eilon and Abers, 2017; Rychert et al., 2018; Ruan et al., 2018; Janiszewski41

et al., 2019), cooling (e.g. Byrnes et al., 2017; Janiszewski et al., 2019) and deformation42

(e.g. Martin-Short et al., 2015; Bodmer et al., 2015; VanderBeek and Toomey, 2017;43

VanderBeek and Toomey, 2019) of the oceanic lithosphere, structure of the Locked and44

Transition Zones along the Cascadia margin (e.g. Hawley et al., 2016; Bodmer et al.,45

2018), and subduction of the oceanic plate (e.g. Janiszewski and Abers, 2015; Gao,46

2016; Hawley and Allen, 2019). Furthermore, structual studies can provide constraints47

for hazard analysis, such as using the downdip limits of the subducted plate to constrain48

how close source zones are to metropolitan areas (Hyndman and Wang, 1993).49

Classical two-station interferometry (e.g. Campillo and Paul, 2003; Shapiro and50

Campillo, 2004) extracts information about the medium between two synchronous re-51

ceivers, which leads to ambient noise tomography (e.g. Shapiro et al., 2005; Sabra et52

al., 2005). In contrast, three-station interferometry (e.g. Stehly et al., 2008; Curtis53

and Halliday, 2010), based on two-station interferograms, additionally can bridge asyn-54

chronously deployed receivers (e.g. Ma and Beroza, 2012; Curtis et al., 2012), which has55

recently been exploited for surface wave tomography (e.g. Spica et al., 2016; Chen and56

Saygin, 2020; Zhang et al., 2020). Furthermore, three-station direct-wave interferom-57

etry is shown to have the theoretical advantage of reduced sensitivity to noise source58

distribution (Liu, 2020) and the practical advantage of improvement in Rayleigh wave59

dispersion measurements (Zhang et al., 2020), and potentially may be useful in this60

noisier amphibious setting. In addition, previous studies predominantly use earthquake61

body waves to observe azimuthal anisotropy on the Juan de Fuca and Gorda Plates (e.g.62

Martin-Short et al., 2015; Bodmer et al., 2015; VanderBeek and Toomey, 2017; Vander-63

Beek and Toomey, 2019) and azimuthal anisotropy appears challenging to observe from64

earthquake-generated surface waves (e.g. Bell et al., 2016; Eilon and Forsyth, 2020).65

Our two principal purposes of this study are (1) to investigate the performance of66

three-station direct-wave interferometry and (2) to produce Rayleigh wave isotropic and67

azimuthal anisotropy observations from both earthquakes and ambient noise across the68

Juan de Fuca and Gorda plates extending onto the continent. We use the CI array69

and some regional seismic networks for Rayleigh wave observations from two-station70
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interferometry, three-station interferometry, and earthquake data. The final product71

is a set of Rayleigh wave azimuthally anisotropic phase speed maps across Cascadia72

combining ambient noise and earthquake observations.73

First, three-station direct-wave interferometry has been tested in the western U.S.74

and is found to produce higher SNR dispersion measurements, to bridge asynchronously75

deployed stations, and to derive isotropic phase speed maps consistent with two-station76

interferometry (Zhang et al., 2020). However, the quality of two-station interferograms77

there is already quite high. Thus, we address the extent of improvement from three-78

station interferometry in this noisier amphibious setting with less ideal station geometry.79

Moreover, we test if azimuthal anisotropy observations from three-station interferometry80

are also consistent with two-station interferometry. To validate the noise-based results,81

we introduce earthquake data as independent observations. Janiszewski et al. (2019)82

find significant discrepancies (> 3%) in Rayleigh wave isotropic phase speed maps across83

Cascadia derived from two-station interferometry and earthquakes, especially near the84

coastline (some locations > 10%). As we will show, differences between earthquake85

and noise-based results are reduced (< 1%) by using a different methodology, especially86

after denoising OBS data.87

Second, to date azimuthal anisotropy on the Juan de Fuca and Gorda Plates has88

been predominantly observed from earthquake body waves (e.g. Martin-Short et al.,89

2015; Bodmer et al., 2015; VanderBeek and Toomey, 2017; VanderBeek and Toomey,90

2019) and appears challenging to observe from earthquake surface waves (Bell et al.,91

2016; Eilon and Forsyth, 2020). We show robust observations of azimuthal anisotropy92

from earthquake surface waves based on eikonal (Lin et al., 2009) and Helmholtz tomog-93

raphy (Lin and Ritzwoller, 2011b). We also present Rayleigh wave azimuthal anisotropy94

measurements and tomographic maps from ambient noise two- and three-station inter-95

ferometry which, to the best of our knowledge, have not been produced offshore. In96

obtaining the 2ψ azimuthal anisotropy results, we pay attention to observing and cor-97

recting for the effect of apparent 1ψ azimuthal anisotropy, which may be caused by98

strongly heterogeneous isotropic structures and may bias 2ψ anisotropy measurements99

(e.g. Lin and Ritzwoller, 2011a).100

The paper is structured as follows. First, we describe the processing of data for am-101

bient noise two-station and three-station direct-wave interferometry and for earthquake102

observations, including the denoising of OBS data and the de-biasing of three-station103

interferometry (section 2). Then, we measure Rayleigh wave dispersion from the dif-104

ferent methods and compare their characteristics, contrasting the quality of measure-105

ments based on OBS and land stations (section 3). Next, we quantify the differences in106

the phase speed maps from the different methods utilizing the estimated uncertainties107

(section 4). Finally, by combining results from the different methods we construct108

composite maps for both isotropic and azimuthally anisotropic structure (section 5).109
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2 Data processing110

The stations used in this work extend from the Juan de Fuca and Gorda Ridges onto111

the continent in the northwestern U.S. The resulting station set has an average spacing112

of ∼70 km (Fig. 1a). The total number of stations is 612 with 41% (252) Ocean Bottom113

Seismographs (OBS) and 59% (360) land stations. The stations are largely composed114

of the oceanic and the continental components of the Cascadia Initiative (CI). The CI115

OBS deployment is divided into four yearly phases from 2011-2014: most OBS are on116

the Juan de Fuca Plate in 2011 and 2013 while most are on the Gorda Plate in 2012117

and 2014. The CI OBS are augmented with limited term deployments of OBS near118

the Blanco Transform Fault (2012 to 2013, Nabelek and Braunmiller, 2012) and on the119

Gorda Plate (2013 to 2015, Nabelek and Braunmiller, 2013). About 44% (157) of land120

stations are from the USArray Transportable Array (TA), most of which are deployed121

from 2005 to 2008 and are asynchronous with the CI stations.122

Problematic stations are identified using travel time and amplitude information,123

many unidentified by previous studies (e.g. Janiszewski et al., 2019). First, ambient124

noise travel time residuals are computed between a priori phase speed maps (e.g. Fig.125

13) and measurements, and instruments with π phase shift, mislocation, or unknown126

errors are identified (e.g. Fig. S1). Second, by comparing amplitudes from the same127

earthquake at nearby stations, instrument gain problems are detected (e.g. Fig. S2). A128

complete list of anomalous stations is presented in the supplementary material (Table129

S1).130

2.1 Ambient noise data131

To obtain information about the medium between two receivers, we apply both two-132

station ambient noise interferometry (e.g. Shapiro and Campillo, 2004; Shapiro et al.,133

2005) as well as three-station interferometry (e.g. Stehly et al., 2008; Curtis and Halli-134

day, 2010; Zhang et al., 2020). We refer to interferograms from these methods generally135

as noise-based data, although three-station methods considered here primarily utilize136

the direct-wave part of two-station interferograms. In addition to cross-correlation,137

data processing to construct two-station interferograms includes denoising OBS data to138

reduce tilt and compliance noise, and temporal and spectral normalizations to reduce139

effects from uneven noise source distributions (section 2.1.1). Additionally, computa-140

tion of three-station interferograms requires particular attention to choosing appropriate141

weights for each source-station, selecting either correlation or convolution depending on142

station geometry, and de-biasing to produce correct dispersion measurements (section143

2.1.2).144

The following is a summary of the notation used to describe the various interfero-145

metric methods (Zhang et al., 2020) used in this study:146

• IAN2 : Two-station ambient noise interferometry.147
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• ellIDW3 : Three-station direct-wave interferometry with source-stations in the el-148

liptical stationary phase zone between the receiver stations.149

• hypIDW3 : Three-station direct-wave interferometry with source-stations in the hy-150

perbolic stationary phase zones radially outside the receiver stations.151

2.1.1 Two-station interferometry152

For IAN2 , the preprocessing of continuous data is performed in two major steps.153

First, we reduce tilt and compliance noise from vertical components of OBS using the154

horizontal components and the pressure gauges, respectively (e.g. Webb and Crawford,155

1999; Crawford and Webb, 2000; Bell et al., 2015; Tian and Ritzwoller, 2017), in a156

process we refer to as “denoising”. The denoising is particularly impactful at periods157

> 10 s and for shallow water OBS (Tian and Ritzwoller, 2017). Second, we apply158

traditional ambient noise pre-processing steps including temporal and spectral normal-159

izations (e.g. Bensen et al., 2007; Ritzwoller and Feng, 2019) to reduce the effects of160

strong directionally-dependent sources (such as earthquakes). Then the data are corre-161

lated and stacked over days to produce correlations between all synchronously deployed162

station-pairs. The correlations from nearby stations (distance < 0.5 km) are simply163

superimposed (stacked), whether the stations are deployed synchronously or not. Fi-164

nally, we average the causal and acausal lags of the correlations to form the symmetric165

component, which we also use as the basis for three-station interferometry (section166

2.1.2) and for tomography based on two-station interferometry (section 4).167

2.1.2 Three-station interferometry168

We first summarize the essentials of the three-station methods used in this study169

(Fig. 2) because three-station interferometric methods are currently less well estab-170

lished than two-stations methods. Zhang et al. (2020) presents the methods, notation,171

and terminology in detail. Consider three stations at a time, and denote two of them172

as receiver-stations, ri, rj , and the third as a source-station, sk. The two two-station173

interferograms between sk and ri as well as sk and rj individually are correlated or174

convolved again to produce a source-specific three-station interferogram, C3(ri, rj ; sk),175

where C represents either correlation or convolution and the dependence on time is sup-176

pressed here. Then the source-specific interferograms are phase shifted and stacked over177

N source-stations with appropriate weights, wij;k, to produce the composite estimated178

Green’s function, Ĝ3, between receiver-stations ri and rj :179

Ĝ3(ri, rj) ≡

N
∑

k=1

wij;kC̃3(ri, rj ; sk), (1)
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where C̃3 denotes the interferogram C3 after a “de-biasing” phase shift is applied. Ĝ3180

provides information about the medium between receiver-stations ri and rj , which may181

be deployed asynchronously. Each weight w (indices suppressed) can be decomposed182

into three factors:183

w = 1geometry · 1SNR · wRMS, (2)
where 1geometry is an indicator function that is 1 if sk satisfies a particular geometrical184

constraints and 0 otherwise, 1SNR is also an indicator function that is 1 only if the SNR185

of both I2(ri, sk) and I2(rj , sk) are > 10. SNR is defined as the ratio between the peak186

amplitude in the signal window and the RMS of trailing noise (Bensen et al., 2007)187

throughout this study. wRMS equals the reciprocal of the RMS of the trailing noise in188

the interferogram C̃3, which normalizes amplitudes of C̃3 while accentuating C̃3 with189

high SNR.190

The most fundamental component of the weight function is the geometrical weight,191

1geometry, which requires source-stations to lie within stationary phase zones (Fig. 2,192

Snieder (2004)). To define the stationary phase zones, let d denote the great-circle193

distance between two stations, then let hypδd represent the difference between the dif-194

ferential source-receiver distances and the inter-receiver distance (Fig. 2a):195

hypδdij;k = |dki − dkj | − dij , (3)

and let ellδd represent the difference between the sum of source-receiver distances and196

the inter-receiver distance (Fig. 2b):197

ellδdij;k = |dki + dkj | − dij , (4)

corresponding to the methods hypIDW3 and ellIDW3 , respectively. Because of the triangle198

inequality, hypδd ≤ 0 while ellδd ≥ 0. For both hypIDW3 and ellIDW3 , the stationary phase199

zones are ad hoc defined as200

|δdij;k| < α · dij , (5)
with appropriate left superscripts for δd in eqs. (3) and (4), and we empirically choose201

α = 1%. Strictly speaking, the term “stationary phase zone” refers to the first Fresnel202

zone (typically defined as δd ≤ λ
n , where λ is the wavelength at a certain period and203

n is a constant) and should depend on frequency. The stationary phase zone referred204

to in this study (eq. (5)) is narrower than the (first) Fresnel zone and is frequency205

independent. For ellIDW3 , the stationary phase zone is an ellipse, and I2(ri, sk) and206

I2(rj , sk) are convolved. For hypIDW3 , the stationary phase zone is a hyperbola, and207

I2(ri, sk) and I2(rj , sk) are correlated. Because signals in IAN2 become unreliable for208

inter-station distances less than one wavelength λ, we also require both source-receiver209

distances to be greater than λ. For simplicity, but without rejecting too many source-210

stations, we use a cutoff wavelength at the longest period of interest:211

min(dki, dkj) > λmax, (6)
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where λmax = 120 km for a period of 40 s and an approximate wave speed of 3 km/s.212

Without accounting for δd, the dispersion measurements will be biased in both213

group speed (Chen and Saygin, 2020) and phase speed (Zhang et al., 2020). Zhang et214

al. (2020) presents a de-biasing scheme to measure the dispersion of each source-specific215

interferogram (C3) individually with the corrected distance, dij + δdij;k. Then the216

source-specific dispersion curves are averaged over source-stations sk with the standard217

deviation as an estimate of uncertainty. Here, in contrast, we present a new de-biasing218

approach in which we apply a phase shift to each original C3 in the frequency domain:219

C̃3 = F−1
[

F [C3] · e
iωδd/c

]

, (7)

where F and F−1 denote the Fourier transform and its inverse, respectively, and c is220

an input estimate of phase speed between the receiver-stations. The dependence of C3221

and C̃3 on ri, rj , sk and time is suppressed for clarity in the preceding equation. Fig.222

3 shows an example of the effect of the phase shift for station triplets with different223

values of δd. For the method hypIDW3 a phase delay is applied because hypδd ≤ 0, while224

for the method ellIDW3 a phase advance is applied because ellδd ≥ 0.225

The major difference in the three-station methods between this work and Zhang226

et al. (2020) is that here we apply a phase shift to de-bias. The main advantage of the227

phase shift approach is to preserve the stack of source-specific interferograms (Ĝ3), which228

is designed to produce more reliable dispersion measurements with broader bandwidth229

than the individual C3. However, application of the phase shift requires prior knowledge230

of the phase speed, although the process can be iterated. In this study, we use prior231

information from phase speed maps constructed using IAN2 . Because we find the de-232

biasing effective (section 4.1), we do not iteratively update the phase speed map and233

re-apply the correction.234

In Zhang et al. (2020), three-station coda-wave interferometry (e.g. Stehly et al.,235

2008) is also investigated and is found to produce lower SNR and more band-limited236

measurements than the methods IAN2 , ellIDW3 and hypIDW3 . In fact, we find coda-wave237

interferometry even more challenging in this noisy oceanic setting, so we do not present238

results from it here. Hence, when we refer to three-station methods here, we will mean239

three-station direct-wave interferometry.240

2.2 Earthquake data241

More than 2500 teleseismic earthquakes with Ms > 5.5 are used (Fig. 1b) to pro-242

duce Rayleigh wave dispersion measurements. The earthquakes are widely distributed243

in azimuth with a predominant fraction from the western Pacific, which can provide244

complementary azimuthal coverage to noise-based data (section 4). Preprocessing of245

earthquake data recorded on OBS includes reducing tilt and compliance noise, similar246

to the denoising of ambient noise data recorded on OBS (section 2.1.1).247
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3 Dispersion measurements248

We apply frequency-time analysis (e.g. Dziewonski et al., 1969; Levshin and Ritz-249

woller, 2001) to measure Rayleigh wave phase speed, assuming the instantaneous phase250

of the signal at frequency ω and time t to be (e.g. Lin et al., 2008):251

ϕ(ω, t) = ω
d

c
− ωt+

π

4
+ 2Nπ + ϕs, (8)

where d is the inter-receiver distance, c is the phase speed we wish to measure, N ∈ Z,252

and ϕs is a source-dependent term. As discussed in detail by Zhang et al. (2020), an ap-253

propriate ϕs must be chosen to obtain approximately unbiased dispersion measurements254

for the different methods we consider here:255

ϕs =











0 for IAN
2 ,

π/4 for ellIDW
3 ,

−π/4 for hypIDW
3 .

(9)

For earthquake data, ϕs will depend on source parameters and frequency, but here we256

simply choose ϕs = 0 because only unbiased travel time differences are used in the257

tomography methods applied in this study (section 4). Differencing of phase travel258

time measurements approximately cancels the initial phase term. We also resolve 2π259

ambiguity for each earthquake by iteratively applying corrections to stations in order260

of increasing distance from the center station (Lin and Ritzwoller, 2011b). Similarly,261

one could also choose any constant as ϕs for the methods IAN2 , ellIDW3 , and hypIDW3 to262

perform tomography, although the dispersion measurements would be biased. Earth-263

quake dispersion measurements from the TA stations are based on Shen and Ritzwoller264

(2016).265

The source strengths with ambient noise and data quality can be cumulatively char-266

acterized by SNR. Fig. 4a shows the median of SNR versus period from all paths. On267

average, the SNR for the three-station measurements are about 50% higher than for268

the two-station measurements. SNR values are similar between the methods ellIDW3 and269
hypIDW3 . SNR curves for ambient noise-based data peak near the primary (∼16 s)270

and secondary (∼8 s) microseisms and decay rapidly at longer periods. The primary271

and secondary microseisms may be generated from different mechanisms (e.g. Tian and272

Ritzwoller, 2015). In contrast, the SNR curve for earthquakes shows a single peak273

around 35 s period and remains high (> 25) at longer periods but decays rapidly at274

shorter periods. Therefore, ambient noise and earthquake data complement each other275

by providing higher SNR measurements for periods below and above 30 s, respectively.276

The paths for noise-based data can are divided into three categories (Figs 4b-d) by the277

type of station-pair used: “Land-Land” (between land stations), “OBS-Land” (between278

OBS and land stations), and “OBS-OBS” (between OBS and OBS).279

8
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For Land-Land paths (Fig. 4b), the SNR is the highest among all categories.280

Three-station methods (ellIDW3 and hypIDW3 ) enhance SNR by an additive value of ∼10281

compared with two-station interferometry (IAN2 ), except for periods < 10 s. The en-282

hancement is not large because the SNR of IAN2 is already quite high (> 20) across a283

broad frequency band on land.284

For OBS-Land paths (Fig. 4c), the SNR of IAN2 peaks near 18 s period (∼24) and285

decreases quickly at shorter and longer periods (< 10 at 40 s). On average, the SNR286

is more than three times lower than Land-Land paths (Fig. 4a). Because SNR of287

IAN2 is low in the oceans, three-station methods ellIDW3 and hypIDW3 provide substantial288

enhancements that nearly double the SNR of IAN2 .289

For OBS-OBS paths (Fig. 4d), the SNR is the lowest among all categories of paths290

and drops quickly at periods > 12 s. SNR curves for the methods IAN2 and ellIDW3 are291

very similar at periods > 12 s whereas ellIDW3 has a lower SNR at shorter periods. SNR292

curves for IAN2 and hypIDW3 are similar at periods < 12 s, whereas hypIDW3 nearly doubles293

the SNR of IAN2 at longer periods. The enhancement from hypIDW3 compared with IAN2 is294

important for obtaining more dispersion measurements as is discussed below. The295

method hypIDW3 yields higher SNR than ellIDW3 because of the geometry of the methods296

(Fig. 2) and that OBS are noisier than land stations. Specifically, source-stations lie297

between the receiver-stations for ellIDW3 , so all source-stations are OBS for OBS-OBS298

paths. In contrast, source-stations are in the end-fire directions for hypIDW3 , which could299

include land stations.300

The quality control of the dispersion measurements includes two principal criteria.301

First, for both earthquake and ambient noise-based data, a spectral SNR threshold is302

applied that rejects a dispersion measurement at any period with SNR < 10. This SNR303

criterion rejects 20% to 50% of data for IAN2 , 10% to 30% for ellIDW3 and hypIDW3 , and304

15% to 25% for earthquake data. Second, for noise-based data, a measurement at a305

given period is discarded if the inter-receiver distance is less than the wavelength at306

that period. This distance criterion only rejects a few percent of data.307

Figs 4e-h show the number of paths after quality control versus period. In eikonal308

tomography, a single travel time measurement between two stations is used twice be-309

cause each station can serve as a source and a receiver. For example, a travel time310

measurement between stations A and B yields two paths: from station A to station311

B and vice versa. Therefore, for the ambient noise methods, the number of paths are312

twice the number of measurements. In contrast, this doubling does not affect earth-313

quake measurements; the number of paths and the number of travel time measurements314

are the same.315

Fig. 4e shows the total number of paths from each method. Because SNR plays an316

important role in quality control, the number of paths varies with period similar to SNR317

(Fig. 4a). ellIDW3 and hypIDW3 produce similar numbers of measurements with IAN2 at318

periods < 10 s, but provide 50% to 100% more than IAN2 at longer periods because319

of higher SNR as well as bridging asynchronously deployed stations. At long periods,320

9
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earthquake data provide complementary paths to noise-based data. For this part of the321

discussion, we continue to label paths from noise-based data into three categories by322

whether OBS or land stations are involved as in Figs 4b-d.323

For the Land-Land category (Fig. 4f), the method ellIDW3 produces a similar num-324

ber of measurements to IAN2 while the method hypIDW3 produces ∼20% more paths at325

periods > 10 s. The method hypIDW3 produces more measurements than ellIDW3 although326

their SNR’s are similar (Fig. 4b), indicating that the station configuration is preferable327

for hypIDW3 . The Land-Land category composes 30% to 40% of all paths.328

For the OBS-Land category (Fig. 4g), the methods ellIDW3 and hypIDW3 produce329

∼50% and ∼80% more measurements than IAN2 , respectively. The method ellIDW3 yields330

more measurements than hypIDW3 although their SNR’s are comparable (Fig. 4c), in-331

dicating that the station geometry is more advantageous for ellIDW3 . About 50% of all332

paths are from the OBS-Land category.333

For the OBS-OBS category (Fig. 4h), the method ellIDW3 produces a similar number334

of measurements as IAN2 while hypIDW3 produces several times more at periods > 10 s.335

The method hypIDW3 yields more measurements than ellIDW3 because of much higher336

SNR (Fig. 4d). As discussed above, hypIDW3 has higher SNR because of the geomet-337

rical constraints on the methods such that more land source-stations are included in338

this category for hypIDW3 than for ellIDW3 , and land stations have better signal quality339

than OBS. The OBS-OBS category constitutes the least of all paths among the three340

categories (< 15%).341

4 Comparing results from different methods342

Combining the different types of data from different methods (two- and three-station343

interferograms, earthquake measurements) promises to reduce uncertainties, to enhance344

azimuthal coverage, and to broaden the bandwidth. However, the combination requires345

the data to be mutually consistent. In this section we test the hypothesis that the results346

from the different methods are consistent, and present a quantitative comparison of347

results for both isotropic (section 4.2) and azimuthally anisotropic properties (section348

4.3). Ultimately, as we show, this comparison justifies the combination of the data sets.349

We discuss the composite isotropic and anisotropic phase speed maps in section 5.350

4.1 Methodology, notation, and terminology351

We perform Helmholtz tomography (Lin and Ritzwoller, 2011b) for earthquake data352

and eikonal tomography (Lin et al., 2009) for ambient noise data. We do not use more353

traditional integrated ray tomographic methods (e.g. Barmin et al., 2001) for comparing354

results from different data because they usually require tuning of regularization param-355

eters in an ad hoc way depending on the path distribution. The results from traditional356

methods with different numbers of measurements, therefore, are difficult to compare357
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with one another. Furthermore, Helmholtz/eikonal tomography yields local estimates358

of uncertainties, which are useful to guide the comparison of different methods and are359

crucial for studies based on phase speed maps (e.g. 3-D inversions for both isotropic360

and anisotropic structures).361

A single mode and single frequency surface wave approximately satisfies the 2-D362

homogeneous wave equation (e.g. Lin et al., 2012). Assuming a sufficiently smooth363

Earth model and ignoring local amplifications, separation of variables yields:364

1

c2i (r)
= |∇τi(r)|

2 −
∇2Ai(r)

ω2Ai(r)
, (10)

which uses the travel time, τi, and amplitude, Ai, from the ith (virtual or real) source365

to estimate source-specific corrected (or structural) phase speed, ci, at the location r.366

Helmholtz tomography is based on eq. (10) and is a finite frequency method.367

If the amplitude field is sufficiently smooth or the frequency is high then the second368

term on the RHS of eq. (10) will be small compared to the first term, which produces369

the eikonal equation:370

k̂i(r)

c′i(r)
∼= ∇τi(r), (11)

where k̂i is ray propagation direction and c′i is apparent (or dynamic) phase speed.371

Eikonal tomography is based on eq. (11) and is a geometrical ray theoretic method.372

In eqs. (10) and (11), we use c to denote the corrected (structural) phase speed and373

c′ for the apparent (dynamic) phase speed. However, we do not make this distinction374

hereafter unless the context is ambiguous.375

When a large number of real or virtual sources are available, phase speeds at r can376

be binned by the azimuth of propagation. The mean and standard deviation of the377

mean (SDOM) in each bin are then computed (Lin et al., 2009), producing results such378

as those in Fig. 5 for the 30 s Rayleigh wave at four locations based on the different379

methods we consider here. We then apply a least-squares fit (e.g. Tarantola, 2005)380

to the binned statistics, assuming that the dependence of phase speed on the azimuth381

(clockwise from north), ψ, is approximated by weak 2ψ anisotropy (e.g. Smith and382

Dahlen, 1973) and possible apparent 1ψ anisotropy (e.g. Lin and Ritzwoller, 2011a):383

c(ψ) = c̄

(

1 +
A1

2
cos(ψ − ψ1) +

A2

2
cos 2(ψ − ψ2)

)

. (12)

Here, c̄ is the isotropic phase speed with the “bar” denoting an average over azimuth.384

The anisotropic parameters are (A1, ψ1), which represent the peak-to-peak relative am-385

plitude and the fast direction of the 1ψ component, and (A2, ψ2), which are the peak-386

to-peak relative amplitude and the fast direction of the 2ψ component. We estimate387

associated uncertainties in each of the estimated quantities by standard error propaga-388

tion, which we denote as σc̄, σA1
, σψ1

, σA2
, and σψ2

.389
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In practice, we perform tomography on a 0.2◦×0.2◦ spatial grid. From 10 s period to390

40 s period we apply eikonal tomography to results from the ambient noise methods IAN2 ,391
ellIDW3 and hypIDW3 , and from 28 s period to 80 s period we use Helmholtz tomography392

on the earthquake data. Thus, the phase speed maps from ambient noise data and393

earthquake data overlap from 28 s to 40 s period. We compute isotropic phase speeds,394

c̄, on this grid, which results in a resolution equal to about the average station spacing395

(∼70 km) (Lin et al., 2009). However, to estimate azimuthal anisotropy, phase speeds396

from each point on the 0.2◦×0.2◦ grid are combined with those from the eight neighbors397

to produce results on a 0.6◦×0.6◦ grid, which lowers the resolution to ∼1.2◦ or 130 km.398

The complementarity and consistency between the different data types can be visu-399

alized in the local anisotropy observations. Fig. 5 shows measurements of the azimuthal400

distribution of phase speed for the 30 s Rayleigh wave at several points (yellow stars in401

Fig. 1a). For example, near the Juan de Fuca Ridge (Fig. 5(first row)), ambient402

noise-based data (Figs 5aei) have azimuthal gaps for azimuths ψ > 180◦ because of403

the lack of stations toward the west, while earthquake data (Fig. 5m) provide com-404

plementary azimuths using earthquakes from the west (Fig. 1b). Moreover, ambient405

noise-based data generally have larger uncertainties from the west than from the east406

(Figs 5a-l) because OBS measurements tend to have lower signal-to-noise ratios than407

land stations, while earthquake data have smaller uncertainties from the west (Figs408

5m-p) because more earthquakes lie west of our study area (Fig. 1b). Thus, the com-409

posite data (Figs 5q-t) provide better azimuthal coverage than each data type alone.410

Estimates of 2ψ anisotropy fast directions, ψ2, from the different methods mostly dif-411

fer by < 15◦ (< 10% fractional uncertainty for the azimuthal range of 180◦) while the412

amplitude of 2ψ anisotropy, A2, can differ by > 1% (> 30% fractional uncertainty for413

an amplitude of 3%).414

To compare results from pairs of different methods, we use Welch’s unequal variances
t-test. Assume we are comparing results from two methods denoted α and β, where α
and β can take the values IAN2 , hypIDW3 , ellIDW3 , and EQ for two-station interferometry
(IAN2 ), three-station interferometry (hypIDW3 or ellIDW3 ), and earthquake tomography
(EQ). Consider two isotropic phase speed maps computed with any two methods α and
β, c̄α(r) and c̄β(r), with associated uncertainty maps, σc̄α(r) and σc̄β (r) at position r.
We then compute the following comparison statistics for the phase speeds:

ϵc̄;αβ(r) ≡
√

σ2c̄α(r) + σ2c̄β (r), (13)

∆c̄;αβ(r) ≡
c̄α(r)− c̄β(r)

ϵc̄;αβ(r)
, (14)

at location r. ϵc̄;αβ(r) denotes the “combined phase speed uncertainty map” from415

methods α and β. ∆c̄;αβ(r) is the “normalized phase speed difference map” between416

methods α and β. ∆c̄;αβ(r) is unitless but ϵc̄;αβ(r) has the same unit as σc̄ (m/s).417

For all pairs of maps, we also compute analogues to eqs. (13) and (14) for the418
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anisotropic quantities A2 and ψ2: ∆A2
, ∆ψ2

, ϵA2
, and ϵψ2

. Carrying along the subscripts419

in ∆ and ϵ is cumbersome, so we suppress them wherever context can determine their420

values. In all cases, ∆ is unitless, but ϵA2
has the same unit as A2 (%) and ϵψ2

has the421

same unit as ψ2 (◦).422

For a quantity x (e.g. ∆, ϵ), we use ⟨x⟩ to denote its spatial mean and ⟨x2⟩ to denote
its spatial standard deviation. For example, the spatial mean and standard deviation
of the normalized difference between two maps, ∆, are as follows:

⟨∆⟩ ≡
1

M

M
∑

i=1

∆(ri), (15)

⟨∆2⟩ ≡

(

1

M

M
∑

i=1

(∆(ri)− ⟨∆⟩)2

)

1

2

, (16)

where ∆ is defined at M spatial grid locations.423

⟨∆⟩ signifies the level of systematic bias in the quantity presented on the two maps.424

For two maps not to be considered systematically different, |⟨∆⟩| < 1; that is, the425

spatial mean of the difference is less than the average uncertainty. ⟨ϵ⟩ indicates the426

spatially averaged uncertainty in a quantity for the two maps. Multiplying ⟨∆⟩ by427

⟨ϵ⟩ gives an approximate estimate of systematic bias specified with units. Also, ⟨∆2⟩428

signifies the standard deviation of the normalized difference taken over the maps. If429

we have estimated the uncertainties reliably then ⟨∆2⟩ ∼ 1. If ⟨∆2⟩ > 1, then we may430

have underestimated the uncertainties in one or the other or both of the maps under431

comparison.432

4.2 Isotropic phase speed maps433

Examples of the estimated phase speed maps, c̄(r), and uncertainties, σc̄(r), pro-434

duced with the different methods are shown in Fig. 6 for 30 s period. The maps are435

qualitatively similar to one another, with higher phase speeds in the oceanic regions436

(due to thinner crust) and more variable phase speeds on land. Several normalized437

difference maps, ∆c̄, at 30 s period are displayed in Fig. 7. The patterns of the differ-438

ences are relatively random (Figs 7aceg), except the systematic differences near the439

Cascade Range between the IAN2 map and the earthquake map (Fig 7e). This stripe440

where earthquake derived phase speeds are faster than those from ambient noise has441

been noted before (e.g. Yang and Ritzwoller, 2008), but the discrepancy reduces as the442

number of earthquakes increases (e.g. Shen and Ritzwoller, 2016). Right to the west of443

this stripe is one smaller in area and magnitude where earthquake derived phase speeds444

are slower than those from ambient noise. The cause of the discrepancy remains poorly445

understood (e.g. Kästle et al., 2016).446

Statistics describing the different maps are plotted in each panel of the bottom447

row of Fig. 7. For example, in the comparison between IAN2 and hypIDW3 (Figs 7cd),448
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⟨∆⟩ = 0.5, ⟨∆2⟩ = 2.0, and ⟨ϵ⟩ = 11 m/s. That is, the spatial average of the normalized449

difference in phase speed between these methods is 0.5, which means that IAN2 produces450

faster phase speeds at this period than hypIDW3 by half of the average uncertainty level,451

which is 11 m/s. This is below the threshold, |⟨∆⟩| > 1, for the maps to be considered452

systematically different. The standard deviation of the normalized difference taken453

over the maps, however, is 2.0. This indicates that our uncertainties for either or454

both of IAN2 and hypIDW3 are probably underestimated. Other comparisons presented455

in Fig. 7 are similar: systematic bias between the maps is below the threshold that456

we use to indicate the maps are significantly different but our uncertainties tend to be457

underestimated. Multiplying uncertainties by ∼2 would be needed to rectify this at this458

period.459

We perform similar analyses across all periods where the results of the methods460

overlap, and the statistics are summarized in Fig. 8 in which we plot the spatial mean461

⟨∆⟩ and standard deviation ⟨∆2⟩ of the normalized differences of each pair of phase462

speed maps along with the mean of the combined uncertainties ⟨ϵ⟩.463

The results relevant to an assessment of systematic bias between pairs of maps,464

which are the basis for the combination of the data from the different methods, are465

shown in Fig. 8 (first row). The normalized bias, ⟨∆⟩, between the maps typically466

lies between ±1. The primary exception is the comparison between the ellIDW3 and467
hypIDW3 methods in the narrow band between 14 and 18 s. From the general low level468

of systematic bias between the methods, we conclude that the maps from the different469

methods are consistent and, therefore, the measurements that derive from the methods470

can be combined.471

One can approximately convert the systematic bias results in Fig. 8 (first row)472

from unitless to units of m/s, by multiplying by the spatially averaged combined un-473

certainties, ⟨ϵ⟩, presented in Fig. 8 (third row). These uncertainties minimize near474

20 s period (⟨ϵ⟩ ∼ 10 m/s) and increase at shorter and longer periods (⟨ϵ⟩ ∼ 20 m/s),475

which is consistent with the quality of the dispersion measurements (Fig. 4). An476

average value of bias is about ⟨∆⟩ = 0.5, which when multiplied by an average value477

of ⟨ϵ⟩ ∼ 12 m/s, converts to ∼6 m/s (∼0.2% for a phase speed of 3 km/s), which is478

appropriately low.479

The standard deviations of the normalized differences between the maps, ⟨∆2⟩, which480

are the basis for the assessment of the adequacy of the uncertainty estimates, are shown481

in Figs 8 (second row). The values generally are greater than 1.0, lying between482

1.5 and 3. Thus, uncertainty estimates may be too small by between 50% to 200%.483

However, some of these differences may not come from random errors because there484

are various degrees of differences between different pairs of methods. For example,485
ellIDW3 is systematically slower than IAN2 at shorter periods (⟨∆⟩ ≥ 0.5 between 14 s and486

26 s, Fig. 8a), which may call into question the straight-ray correction and further487

improvements might require use of finite frequency sensitivity kernels. In addition,488

⟨∆2⟩ generally increases with period, indicating the increasing finite frequency effects,489
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which are not considered in eikonal tomography (e.g. Lin and Ritzwoller, 2011b). Also,490

agreement between IAN2 and the three-station methods (1.5 ≤ ⟨∆2⟩ ≤ 2.5, Figs 8ac)491

is slightly better than that between IAN2 and earthquake results (2.5 ≤ ⟨∆2⟩ ≤ 3, Fig.492

8e), which is expected because three-station methods are based on and thus correlated493

with IAN2 (Sheng et al., 2018).494

In summary, to produce ⟨∆2⟩ ∼ 1 requires the uncertainties σc̄ to be upscaled by495

a factor of about 2 on average. Some of this upscaling will encompass the observed496

systematic biases between the maps. But, such biases are small enough for us to con-497

clude that for isotropic phase speed, measurements from the different methods can be498

combined consistently into a single data set (section 5.1).499

4.3 Azimuthally anisotropic phase speed maps500

4.3.1 Observation of apparent 1ψ anisotropy501

Observations of apparent Rayleigh wave 1ψ azimuthal anisotropy (360◦ periodicity)502

have been reported in the western U.S. (Lin and Ritzwoller, 2011b) and Alaska (Feng503

et al., 2020), which are largely attributed to backward scattering from strong lateral504

isotropic velocity contrasts (Lin and Ritzwoller, 2011a). Because 1ψ anisotropy violates505

reciprocity and thus is non-physical, we attempt to detect it and to remove the bias506

it may cause in both isotropic and 2ψ anisotropic phase speed estimates (Fig. 9).507

In fact, by fitting local azimuth-dependent phase speeds with eq. (12), we do observe508

strong 1ψ anisotropy (> 3%) at long periods (> 50 s), especially around the Cascade509

Range (Figs 9ce). The fast directions of 1ψ anisotropy, ψ1, mostly point towards the510

faster isotropic phase speed (Figs 9df), consistent with their being caused by backward511

scattering. Compared with fitting 2ψ anisotropy only, fitting 1ψ and 2ψ anisotropy si-512

multaneously makes a difference in 2ψ fast directions (MAD (median absolute deviation)513

of the difference ∼10◦ (with respect to 0◦)) and in isotropic phase speeds (MAD of the514

difference ∼11 m/s).515

4.3.2 Comparison of anisotropic maps from different methods516

An example of 2ψ anisotropy (fast directions, ψ2, and amplitudes, A2) with asso-517

ciated uncertainty estimates (σψ2
and σA2

) constructed with the different methods is518

shown in Fig. 10 at 30 s period. Qualitatively, the patterns of fast directions, ampli-519

tudes, and uncertainties between the methods are similar to one another, such as the two520

stripes of relatively strong anisotropy near the Cascade Range and at old lithospheric521

ages on the oceanic plate.522

A quantitative comparison of the maps at 30 s period is presented in Fig. 11,523

which displays ∆ψ2
and ∆A2

between the method IAN2 and other methods. For fast524

directions ψ2, relatively large differences are principally observed where at least one525

of the methods yields low amplitudes, A2, or near the periphery of the maps where526
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azimuthal coverage for the noise-based methods is poor (Figs 11aei), such as the527

difference between IAN2 and earthquakes south of the Blanco Transform (Fig. 11i).528

Differences in A2 appear to be more random although somewhat correlated with those529

in ψ2 (Figs 11cgk). A notable exception is that A2 near the northern Gorda Ridge530

from IAN2 is much stronger than that determined from earthquakes (Fig. 11k). Such531

large regional differences may provide constraints for uncertainty estimation.532

Spatial statistics are summarized via histograms of the normalized differences for533

fast directions ψ2 (Figs 11bfj) and amplitudes A2 (Figs 11dhl). For instance, statistics534

for the comparison of A2 between IAN2 and ellIDW3 are: ⟨∆A2
⟩ = −0.4, ⟨∆2

A2
⟩ = 2.6, and535

⟨ϵA2
⟩ = 0.30% (Fig. 11d). That is, the spatial average of the normalized difference536

in anisotropy amplitude between the methods is −0.4, which means that IAN2 produces537

lower anisotropy amplitudes at this period than ellIDW3 by about 40% of the average538

uncertainty, which is 0.30%. This is compatible with the criterion, |⟨∆A2
⟩| ≤ 1, for the539

maps not to be considered systematically different. As indicated by ⟨∆2
A2

⟩ = 2.6, our540

uncertainties are probably underestimated for either or both of the methods. Other541

comparisons presented in Fig. 11 are similar: systematic bias between the maps is542

below the threshold for indicating the maps to be systematically different while the543

uncertainties tend to be underestimated by about a factor of two.544

Similar analyses are performed across all periods where results from the different545

methods overlap, and the statistics are plotted versus period for both anisotropy am-546

plitudes and fast directions in Fig. 12.547

The assessment of systematic bias between different methods are shown in Fig.548

12 for anisotropy amplitudes (Fig. 12djpv) and fast directions (Fig. 12agms). In549

general, the level of systematic bias between the methods is low (|⟨∆⟩| < 1), except550

between IAN2 and EQ at periods of 36–40 s where amplitudes from EQ are smaller than551

IAN2 , which might be due to earthquake paths being much longer and thus having much552

larger sensitivity kernels. Thus, we conclude that the maps from the different methods553

are compatible, and the measurements derived from the methods can be combined.554

The systematic bias can be converted from dimensionless to units if multiplied by555

the mean uncertainties. These uncertainties minimize around 24 s (⟨ϵψ2
⟩ ∼ 7◦ and556

⟨ϵA2
⟩ ∼ 0.25%) and increase at shorter and longer periods (⟨ϵψ2

⟩ ∼ 10◦ and ⟨ϵA2
⟩ ∼557

0.5%). When multiplied by average uncertainties of ⟨ϵψ2
⟩ ∼ 8◦ and ⟨ϵA2

⟩ ∼ 0.3%, an558

average value of bias of ∼0.5 corresponds to ∼4◦ for ψ2 and ∼0.15% for A2, which are559

relatively low.560

The underestimation of uncertainties for anisotropic parameters is comparable to561

that for isotropic phase speed. The standard deviations of the normalized differences,562

⟨∆2
ψ2
⟩ and ⟨∆2

A2
⟩, are all greater than one, mostly between 1.5 and 2.5, for both ψ2 (Figs563

12bhnt) and A2 (Figs 12flrx). In addition, ⟨∆2
ψ2
⟩ and ⟨∆2

A2
⟩ also increase with period564

in general. These values are consistent with ⟨∆2
c̄⟩ (Fig. 8) and thus will be reduced565

to a similar level if uncertainties for azimuthally binned phase speed measurements are566
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appropriately upscaled before fitting (section 4.1).567

In summary, to yield ⟨∆2
ψ2
⟩ and ⟨∆2

A2
⟩ about unity indicates that the uncertainties,568

σψ2
and σA2

, need to be upscaled by a factor of ∼2, which is consistent with the extent569

of underestimation for isotropic phase speed uncertainties σc̄ (section 4.2). Thus,570

an appropriate upscaling of uncertainties before fitting the azimuthally binned phase571

speeds (section 4.1) will reduce ⟨∆2
c̄⟩, ⟨∆

2
ψ2
⟩ and ⟨∆2

A2
⟩ all to a similar level (∼1). This572

upscaling will also reduce the amplitude of the normalized systematic bias |⟨∆⟩| between573

the methods, so that an average bias about half the uncertainty level will be reduced574

to only a quarter of the upscaled uncertainty. Such small biases are compatible with575

the hypothesis that the methods are not systematically different, and thus we combine576

measurements from different methods to produce a single composite result (section577

5.2).578

5 Composite results579

To construct composite results, we combine the source-specific phase speed measure-580

ments across all methods (Fig. 5). Compared with combining the phase speed maps581

across methods (Fig. 6), combining the source-specific measurements before binning582

and stacking has the advantage of utilizing the complementary azimuthal coverages583

between the methods. Specifically, to construct a composite result with uncertainty584

at a given period and location, the source-specific phase speed measurements from all585

methods that exist at the location and period are combined by computing their mean586

and the SDOM for each azimuthal bin as observations (Fig. 5e). Then we fit eq. (12)587

to the binned statistics over azimuth to estimate the isotropic and anisotropic parame-588

ters with associated uncertainties (section 4.1). We repeat this process at all locations589

across the region of study to produce the isotropic and anisotropic maps at the period.590

5.1 Composite isotropic phase speed maps591

In general, phase speeds on the oceanic plates are faster than the continental shelf592

and continents, and also vary less with period (Fig. 13). Near the continetal shelf,593

phase speeds are relatively low, delineating the dichotomy between onshore and offshore594

structures. On the continents, phase speeds are more variable spatially and across595

different periods.596

Previous studies have already constructed isotropic maps onshore (e.g. Lin et al.,597

2008; Shen and Ritzwoller, 2016), which are generally consistent with our results there.598

Less work has been done offshore, and our discussion of the composite maps here will599

focus on the offshore and near coastal regions for this reason (Fig. 13).600

At 10 s period (Figs 13ab), the results derive from the two- and three-station601

ambient noise methods alone. Rayleigh wave phase speed at this period in the oceans602

is mostly sensitive to water depth, oceanic sediments, crustal thickness, and uppermost603
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mantle. On the continent, it is mostly sensitive to crustal structures. The phase speed604

at this period in the oceanic plate is much faster (> 3.6 km/s) than in the continent605

(∼3.1 km/s). The Juan de Fuca Ridge, the Blanco Transform Fault, and the Gorda606

Ridge are delineated as relative slow anomalies offshore. A prominent slow stripe (<607

2.8 km/s) along the continental shelf (especially to the west of Washington) clearly608

separates the land from the ocean and may derive from the thick accretionary wedge609

(Horning et al., 2016). Uncertainties σc̄ on the continents are quite small (∼5 m/s),610

while the σc̄ offshore is substantially larger (∼10 m/s), especially on the continental611

shelf (∼15 m/s).612

At 20 s period (Figs 13cd), the results are also derived exclusively from the ambient613

noise methods. Rayleigh waves at this period are largely sensitive to the uppermost614

mantle offshore, and the middle and lower crust onshore with some sensitivity to the615

mantle in areas of relatively thin continental crust. The Cobb Hotspot near the Juan de616

Fuca Ridge stands out as a relatively slow anomaly in the ocean. The slow anomalies617

along the coast march landward compared to their location at 10 s period (Fig. 13a)618

and apparently break into two distinct zones in the northern and southern continental619

margin. Uncertainties σc̄ are much smaller than at 10 s period (∼3 m/s onshore and620

∼5 m/s offshore) because of the increase in SNR at 20 s period and the corresponding621

increase in the number of measurements (section 3).622

At 30 s period (Figs 13ef), results are from both earthquakes and ambient noise.623

The Rayleigh wave at this period is largely sensitive to the uppermost mantle offshore,624

and the lower crust, crustal thickness, and uppermost mantle onshore. The slow anoma-625

lies along the continental margin again break into northern and southern regions, but626

have lower amplitudes compared to shorter periods (Figs 13ac). Uncertainties σc̄ are627

relatively homogeneous (∼5 m/s) and are smaller than those from the individual data628

sets (Fig. 6) because of the increase of the number of measurements.629

At 60 s period (Figs 13gh), the map is from earthquake data alone and Rayleigh630

wave dispersion is mainly sensitive to the upper mantle across the entire region. The two631

slow patches on the northern and southern continental margin are still clearly depicted632

but move oceanward again compared to 30 s period. Uncertainties σc̄ have increased633

relative to 30 s period, both onshore (∼7 m/s) and particularly offshore (∼15 m/s).634

5.2 Composite anisotropic maps635

Generally, anisotropy amplitudes A2 increase with lithospheric age on the oceanic636

plates and decrease with period (Fig. 14). A2 is relatively weak (< 2%) on the con-637

tinental shelf in general. On the continent, A2 near the Cascade Range is relatively638

strong across most periods. In addition, fast directions ψ2 are ridge-perpendicular at639

young ages and rotate counterclockwise with increasing age in general, although varia-640

tions exist between different periods and between the Juan de Fuca and Gorda Plates.641

Near the continental shelf, ψ2 is more variable and shows both trench-perpendicular642
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and trench-parallel directions at different locations and periods. On the continent, ψ2643

varies with location and period in a complex manner.644

Because anisotropic structures onshore have been well studied and our results do645

not substantially differ from previous studies (e.g. Lin et al., 2011; Lin and Ritzwoller,646

2011b), the following discussion of the composite anisotropic maps focuses on the off-647

shore and near the coastal regions (Fig. 14).648

At 12 s period (Figs 14a-c), maps are constructed from data using a combination649

of the ambient noise methods IAN2 , ellIDW3 and hypIDW3 . On the Juan de Fuca Plate, 2ψ650

fast directions ψ2 rotate slightly counterclockwise from ridge-perpendicular to W-E as651

the plate ages, which is consistent with the paleo-spreading directions (calculated from652

gradients of lithospheric age (Wilson, 1993)). The anisotropy amplitudes A2 generally653

increase with age. Near the Blanco Transform, fast axes ψ2 run predominantly W-E,654

counterclockwise from the fault strike. On the Gorda Plate, fast axes rotate clockwise655

from ridge-perpendicular as the plate ages, aligning approximately with paleo-spreading656

directions, and A2 is strong (> 3%) except near the Gorda Ridge. On the northern657

continental shelf, fast axes run NNW-SSE and strong A2 is observed. Relatively large658

uncertainties in ψ2 are mainly due to small amplitudes, A2 (Fig. 14b), while large659

uncertainties in A2 are mostly on the continental shelf due to low data quality (Fig.660

14c).661

At 30 s period (Figs 14d-f), the results combine ambient noise and earthquake data.662

On the Juan de Fuca Plate, fast axes ψ2 are generally consistent with paleo-spreading663

directions except at the older ages (> 7 Ma) where they rotate counterclockwise from664

W-E towards WSW-ENE to align apparently with absolute plate motion directions. A665

high amplitude A2 stripe is also observed at these older ages along the trench. On the666

Gorda Plate, fast axes are predominantly oriented W-E, apparently counterclockwise667

from paleo-spreading directions. On the continental shelf, fast axes show a substantial668

trench-parallel component and are substantially different from those on the oceanic669

plate as well as on the continent.670

At 50 s period (Figs 14g-i), the results are from earthquake data alone. Near the671

Blanco Transform, fast axes ψ2 align well with the strike of the fault, which is different672

from the shorter periods (Figs 14a-f) but similar to earthquake results at 30 s period673

(Fig. 10j). Along the trench on the oceanic plates, the strong A2 stripe appears to674

diminish, which could be due to the use of earthquake data alone at this period (Fig.675

12p) or the structure itself (Eilon and Forsyth, 2020). On the continental shelf, fast676

axes are predominantly trench-perpendicular while the amplitudes A2 are relatively677

weak (< 1%).678

At 80 s period (Figs 14j-l), results also are only from earthquake data. Near the679

Blanco Transform, strong amplitudes A2 are observed and fast axes ψ2 are parallel to680

the fault strike. On the Juan de Fuca Plate, the strong A2 stripe along the trench681

apparent at shorter periods has disappeared. On the Gorda Plate, fast axes rotate682

counterclockwise from ridge-perpendicular to W-E as the plate ages, and amplitudes683
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A2 are strong (> 3%) except near the Gorda Ridge.684

Crustal and mantle anisotropy near a target location is reflected in anisotropic dis-685

persion curves, which are constructed by extracting the anisotropic parameters A2 and686

ψ2 from the period-dependent maps (e.g. Lin et al., 2011). The period-dependent pat-687

terns of fast axes and amplitudes differ appreciably at different locations, as Fig. 15688

shows for four locations. At a point near the Juan de Fuca Ridge, a change in fast axis689

ψ2 from ridge-perpendicular (NW-SE) to nearly N-S corresponds to the minimum of am-690

plitude A2 (Figs 15ab), suggesting a change of anisotropy at deeper depth. For a point691

within the Juan de Fuca Plate, ψ2 is mostly W-E while A2 slightly increases then de-692

creases with period (Figs 15cd), suggesting vertically relatively coherent deformation.693

At a point on the continental shelf, ψ2 is predominantly trench parallel (NE-SW) and A2694

varies slowly with period (Figs 15ef), indicating complicated changes in anisotropy be-695

tween the sediments and crust. For a point in Oregon, both ψ2 and A2 apparently break696

into three segments with ψ2 rotating counterclockwise from N-S to W-E then to NE-SW697

and A2 increasing then decreasing with period (Figs 15gh), indicating distinctions be-698

tween upper crust, lower crust, and mantle. Such anisotropic dispersion curves can serve699

as the basis for 3-D azimuthally anisotropic model inversions (FengRitzwoller_2020;700

e.g. Lin et al., 2011). When information about radial anisotropy is available from Love701

wave dispersion (e.g. Moschetti et al., 2010; Feng and Ritzwoller, 2019), azimuthally702

and radially anisotropic dispersion curves can be combined to constrain a tilted depth-703

dependent hexagonally symmetric medium for simultaneous explanation of azimuthal704

and radial anisotropy (e.g. Xie et al., 2015; Xie et al., 2017). Anisotropy from surface705

waves can also complement body wave observations, such as shear wave splitting (e.g.706

Martin-Short et al., 2015; Bodmer et al., 2015) and Pn waves (e.g. VanderBeek and707

Toomey, 2017; VanderBeek and Toomey, 2019), to achieve a better depth resolution708

(e.g. Lin et al., 2011; Eilon and Forsyth, 2020).709

6 Discussion710

6.1 Comparison with previous studies711

6.1.1 Isotropic structures712

Janiszewski et al. (2019) constructed Rayleigh wave isotropic phase speed maps713

from two-station ambient noise interferometry (IAN2 ) and earthquake tomography. We714

compare both our local dispersion curves and phase speed maps with theirs and find715

significant discrepancies. We do not completely understand the cause of the discrepan-716

cies, but an appreciable part probably results from differences in methodology between717

our study and theirs.718

Dispersion curves at a location extracted from the phase speed maps at different719

periods should be reasonably smooth to make physical sense. For visual comparison,720
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Fig. 16 presents dispersion curves at several locations from our different methods and721

from Janiszewski et al. (2019). The dispersion curves from our methods are presented722

as corridors with a thickness defined by our uncertainties at the location: c̄± 2σc̄. Our723

results nearly overlap each other, which illustrates the consistency that emerges from our724

different methods. The fact that Janiszewski et al. (2019) also estimated uncertainties725

allows us to present their results at the same locations similarly. We find, however, that726

significant discrepancies (> 5%) appear between our results and those of Janiszewski727

et al. (2019), even on the continent (Fig. 16d).728

A more detailed comparison of our phase speed maps with those from Janiszewski729

et al. (2019) is presented here in terms of maps and histograms of raw differences.730

We do not use normalized differences as in section 4.1, because their approach to731

uncertainty estimates is different from ours. We present comparisons at each period in732

the supplementary material (Figs S3-S10). The spatial mean of the raw differences733

and the combined uncertainties are summarized in Fig. 17.734

Our maps are systematically faster than their ambient noise maps, and the bias735

increases with period from ∼15 m/s at 10 s to ∼60 m/s at 20 s, which corresponds736

to ∼0.5% and ∼2% for a phase speed of 3 km/s, respectively. This discrepancy may737

be due to the fact that they did not denoise the OBS data with tilt and compliance738

noise corrections (their two-station interferograms are from Gao and Shen (2015)). In739

contrast, our maps are systematically slower than their earthquake maps, and the bias740

also increases with period but with an opposite sign from −20 m/s at 20 s to −40 m/s at741

80 s (∼1% for a phase speed of 3 km/s), which might be due to different implementations742

of Helmholtz tomography (Jin and Gaherty, 2015). The largest bias is between their743

ambient noise and earthquake results (earthquake results ∼70 m/s faster), which they744

attribute partly to the difference in station distribution.745

6.1.2 Azimuthally anisotropic structures746

A quantitative comparison requires a 3-D model inversion, which we do not produce747

here. Here we only provide a qualitative comparison of azimuthally anisotropic struc-748

tures with those observed from earthquake Pn waves, Rayleigh waves, and shear wave749

splitting.750

At 12 s period (Figs 14a-c), the Rayleigh wave is mainly sensitive to the oceanic751

uppermost mantle, so azimuthal anisotropy from Rayleigh waves is comparable to that752

from Pn waves. Indeed, the following patterns in our results are also observed in 2ψ fast753

directions from Pn (VanderBeek and Toomey, 2017; VanderBeek and Toomey, 2019):754

ridge-perpendicular near the Juan de Fuca Ridge, W-E on the Juan de Fuca Plate755

interior and near the Blanco Transform, and clockwise rotation with age on the Gorda756

Plate.757

Eilon and Forsyth (2020) use earthquake surface waves (measurements from Bell758

et al., 2016; Ruan et al., 2018) to infer azimuthal anisotropy in four subregions: Juan759
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de Fuca Plate, Gorda Plate, Blanco Transform, and Juan de Fuca Ridge (Bodmer et760

al., 2015), with homogeneous anisotropic parameters in each subregion. An apparent761

discrepancy between our results and theirs is that they find the fast directions ψ2 on the762

Juan de Fuca Plate to be WSW-ENE at periods < 80 s while we observe substantial W-763

E directions (e.g. Figs 14dg). In addition to methodological differences (e.g. they used764

the two-plane wave tomography), the discrepancy might partly arise from the difference765

in presenting the results. For instance, as the plate ages at 30 s period (Fig. 14d),766

we find ψ2 to rotate from W-E to WSW-ENE and A2 to increase, so that the regional767

result will be predominantly WSW-ENE if measurements at each individual location768

are weighed by A2.769

At long periods (Figs 14gj), we find remarkable consistency with SKS splitting770

results (Bodmer et al., 2015; Martin-Short et al., 2015) that ψ2 rotates counterclockwise771

from fault parallel at the Blanco Transform (NW-SE) to ridge perpendicular on the772

Gorda Plate (WNW-ESE) to WSW-ENE at Oregon and northern California. However,773

on the Juan de Fuca Plate, A2 from SKS does not vary significantly with age, and774

ψ2 is mostly WSW-ENE, indicating increased A2 at young ages and ψ2 being mostly775

WSW-ENE at deeper depths.776

6.2 Enigmatic features777

Here we point out several enigmatic anisotropic structures that await further inves-778

tigation.779

At 12 s period (Fig. 14a), there are two strong anisotropy regions in the northern780

Juan de Fuca Plate and continental shelf in which the fast directions are almost per-781

pendicular to one another. Long paths crossing both regions would average out and782

might cause such artifacts in traditional path-based tomography methods. However, the783

eikonal tomography approach used here utilizes the local wavefield gradient and thus784

is not prone to misinterpretation caused by long paths. We also try to identify prob-785

lematic stations (see supplementary material), but removing them only slightly reduces786

the amplitudes and does not change the fast directions substantially. Because the OBS787

are noisier in shallow waters, structures on the continental shelf are relatively less well788

resolved from eikonal tomography. Traditional path-based tomography methods might789

complement eikonal tomography there using paths between deep water OBS and land790

stations.791

At 30 s period (Fig. 14d), two nearly parallel bands of large amplitudes, one near792

the trench and the other along the coast, are similar in width, A2, and ψ2. Because793

they are roughly equidistant from the continental shelf with ψ2 mostly W-E, one may794

wonder if this is caused by localized noise sources. Indeed, Tian and Ritzwoller (2015)795

find that the primary microseism sources originate significantly from shallow waters796

along the coast. Because eikonal tomography derives directly from the wave equation797

and holds for any source, however, it should still work for one-sided sources (Lin et al.,798
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2009). Another hypothesis is refraction or reflection of phases at the transition (personal799

communication with Donald Forsyth).800

7 Conclusion801

Our final product is a set of composite Rayleigh wave isotropic and azimuthally802

anisotropic phase speed maps from 10 s to 80 s period, constructed by combining earth-803

quake (28–80 s) and ambient noise-based (10–40 s) data. Compared with two-station804

interferometry (IAN2 ), three-station direct-wave interferometry methods (ellIDW3 and805
hypIDW3 ) provide > 50% enhancement in the SNR and the number of dispersion mea-806

surements which is particularly noteworthy in the noisier oceanic environment (section807

3). This illustrates the potential utility of the method in other amphibious settings808

such as off Alaska using data from AACSE (Alaska Amphibious Community Seismic809

Experiment, (Abers and Wiens, 2018)). The isotropic (section 4.2) and azimuthally810

anisotropic (section 4.3) phase speed maps based on earthquakes and ambient noise811

data agree within about twice the estimated uncertainties. This reflects positively on812

the effectiveness of denoising of OBS data (section 2.1.1) and on de-biasing the three-813

station methods (section 2.1.2). Compared with maps from each method alone, the814

composite maps reduce uncertainties, broaden the bandwidth, and improve azimuthal815

coverage (section 5).816

The composite isotropic phase speed maps have a resolution ∼0.6◦ with mean frac-817

tional uncertainties of 0.1–0.3% onshore (4–8 m/s) and 0.15–0.5% offshore (5–20 m/s).818

Uncertainties minimize between 20 s and 40 s period and increase at shorter and longer819

periods. Isotropic anomalies (section 5.1) qualitatively correlate with known geologi-820

cal features, such as the Juan de Fuca and Gorda Ridges, the Cobb hotspot, the Blanco821

Transform Fault, and the Cascade Range.822

The composite azimuthally anisotropic phase speed maps have a resolution of ∼1.2◦823

with mean fractional uncertainties of 1–5% onshore (2–10◦) and 2–6% offshore (3–12◦)824

for fast direction, ψ2, and 6–30% onshore (0.1–0.2%) and 11–40% offshore (0.15–0.5%)825

for amplitude, A2. Uncertainties vary with period similarly to those of isotropic maps826

(section 4.3). On the oceanic plate, the 2ψ fast directions qualitatively align with827

paleo-spreading directions while the 2ψ amplitudes generally increase with lithospheric828

age, both showing nontrivial variations with period (section 5.2). Strong (> 3%)829

apparent 1ψ azimuthal anisotropy is observed at long periods (> 50 s) around the Cas-830

cade Range, probably caused by backward scattering from strong isotropic heterogeneity831

(section 4.3.1).832

Our comparisons between different methods provide important constraints on un-833

certainty estimates. First, the spatial statistics of the differences between the methods834

indicate that on average we underestimate uncertainties by 50–150% for both isotropic835

and anisotropic structures, probably because systematic errors are not accounted for836
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(Lin et al., 2009). Second, nonrandom and significant differences at some periods and837

regions awaits further investigation (e.g. the differences at 30 s near the Cascade Range838

between earthquake- and noise-based maps in Fig. 7e). These caveats call for attention839

in future usage of the uncertainties and interpretation of the structures.840

The composite phase speed maps are designed to serve as a basis for future work.841

One possible extension is to invert for 3-D shear velocity models based on the maps,842

potentially jointly with other observables such as receiver functions (e.g. Janiszewski843

and Abers, 2015; Audet, 2016; Rychert et al., 2018), Rayleigh wave ellipticity, and844

Rayleigh wave displacement to pressure ratios (e.g. Ruan et al., 2014). Different from845

traditional seismic parameterizations, thermal parameterizations (e.g. Shapiro and Ritz-846

woller, 2004) may be used as hypothesis tests on the thermal state of the oceanic litho-847

sphere (e.g. Tian et al., 2013). Surface wave azimuthal anisotropy observations can848

complement body wave data such as shear wave splitting (e.g. Martin-Short et al.,849

2015; Bodmer et al., 2015) for 3-D anisotropic model inversions (e.g. Lin et al., 2011).850

Observations of Love waves can be combined with Rayleigh waves to constrain a tilted851

hexagonally symmetric medium for simultaneous explanation of azimuthal and radial852

anisotropy (e.g. Xie et al., 2015). Such anisotropic models may provide constraints for853

geodynamical simulations of deformation across and beneath the lithosphere.854
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Figure 1: Stations and earthquakes used. (a) Region of study. Black triangles
denote stations, red squares mark the pair of stations used in Fig. 3, and yellow
stars represent example locations along 46◦N referenced in Figs 5, 16 and 15. The
background colors depict bathymetry (GEBCO Compilation Group, 2019). Red lines
onshore denote physiographic provinces (Fenneman and Johnson, 1946) while red lines
offshore depict plate boundaries (Bird, 2003). (b) Earthquake locations are denoted by
red circles and red lines denote great circles between earthquakes and the center of the
region of study (white star).
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rj
<latexit sha1_base64="mMOCQqAk9ehHgCIHgBrn2Xkzj/c=">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</latexit>

d
ki

<latexit sha1_base64="pIDFgmdgZ7tb3uxZpkGAGrU0Q2g=">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</latexit>

(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="vBZv13r1mE4toNyV7CcPpf+PNqU=">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</latexit>

ell
I
DW

3
<latexit sha1_base64="kVHOOly/d7n622xm/Rv+YoZwkfE=">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</latexit>

dkj
<latexit sha1_base64="vwPy6lIo5ulRt880+UCYE/1wZEQ=">AAAB7XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclUSLj13RjcsK9gFtKJPJpJ12kgkzE6GE/oMbF4q49X/c+TdO0iBqPXDhcM693HuPF3OmtG1/WkvLK6tr66WN8ubW9s5uZW+/rUQiCW0RwYXselhRziLa0kxz2o0lxaHHaceb3GR+54FKxUR0r6cxdUM8jFjACNZGavuDdDKeDSpVu2bnQIvEKUgVCjQHlY++L0gS0kgTjpXqOXas3RRLzQins3I/UTTGZIKHtGdohEOq3DS/doaOjeKjQEhTkUa5+nMixaFS09AznSHWI/XXy8T/vF6ig0s3ZVGcaBqR+aIg4UgLlL2OfCYp0XxqCCaSmVsRGWGJiTYBlfMQrjKcf7+8SNqnNeesVr+rVxvXRRwlOIQjOAEHLqABt9CEFhAYwyM8w4slrCfr1Xqbty5ZxcwB/IL1/gXqmI9+</latexit>

hyp
I
DW
3

<latexit sha1_base64="TnV2bDgXPG5Ml6/h3RM18tEpJls=">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</latexit>

dij
<latexit sha1_base64="bRGhaNc4/n+eqTygFD9fYpUBPUk=">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</latexit>

sk
<latexit sha1_base64="AUBlTkrxOwImSDXMIbVqwL2Tx5E=">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</latexit>

ri
<latexit sha1_base64="XuSrm6SlP/qH2JZUJ2hN4jvddSA=">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</latexit>

rj
<latexit sha1_base64="mMOCQqAk9ehHgCIHgBrn2Xkzj/c=">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</latexit>

dk
i

<latexit sha1_base64="pIDFgmdgZ7tb3uxZpkGAGrU0Q2g=">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</latexit>

(a)
<latexit sha1_base64="q+ZQ7pVDX29Y9Q7PjKwYiieDNRQ=">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</latexit>

Figure 2: Schematic representation of three-station direct-wave interferom-
etry. (a) For the three-station method hypIDW3 , source-stations (sk) are constrained
to lie within a hyperbolic stationary phase zone with the receiver-stations (ri, rj) as
foci. Two-station interferograms between sk and ri, rj are correlated. Great circle dis-
tances between two stations are denoted as d with appropriate subscripts. (b) Similar to
(a) but for the three-station method ellIDW3 , the source-stations are constrained to lie
within an elliptical stationary phase zone, and the two-station interferograms between
sk and ri, rj are convolved.
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Figure 3: De-biasing three-station direct-wave methods via phase shift. (a)
For the method ellIDW3 , to de-bias we apply a phase advance to correct for δd (eq. (4)).
The source-specific interferograms are shown before (C3, in black) and after (C̃3, in
red) the phase shift, respectively. The shaded areas are zoomed in (b). The traces are
sorted by the values of δd which are listed to the right of each trace. (c) & (d) Similar
to (a) & (b), for the method hypIDW3 we de-bias by applying a phase delay (eq. (3)).
The receiver-stations are 7D.J47A (WHOI OBS) and UW.LCCR (Mulino, OR), and
the inter-receiver distance is 589 km (Fig. 1a). All traces are low-pass filtered with a
corner at 20 s period to ease visualization.
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Figure 4: Characteristics of dispersion measurements. (a)-(d) Median of the SNR
of the measurements for different methods plotted as a function of period for IAN2 (black),
ellIDW3 (orange), hypIDW3 (green), and earthquakes (red). The median values (a) are
taken over all paths, (b) are for paths between a pair of land stations, (c) are between
an OBS and a land station, and (d) are between a pair of OBS. Vertical lines mark
the primary (∼16 s) and secondary (∼8 s) microseism peaks. (e)-(h) Similar to (a)-(d)
but for the number of paths after quality control. The number of paths is twice that
of travel time measurements for IAN2 , ellIDW3 and hypIDW3 while the same as travel time
measurements for earthquake data. Numbers presented are in thousands.
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Figure 5: Observations of azimuthal anisotropy at various locations using
different methods. Observed (red bars) and estimated (green lines) Rayleigh wave
phase speed at 30 s period are plotted versus azimuth for (column 1) IAN2 , (column 2)
ellIDW3 , (column 3) hypIDW3 , (column 4) earthquakes, and (column 5) composite data
(row 1) for a point near the Juan de Fuca Ridge, (row 2) on the Juan de Fuca Plate,
(row 3) on the continental shelf east of the Juan de Fuca Plate, and (row 4) on the
continent (Fig. 1a). Fit parameters are above each panel for 2ψ anisotropy amplitude
A2, and 2ψ fast direction ψ2 (eq. (12)).
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Figure 6: Rayleigh wave isotropic phase speed maps at 30 s period from
different methods. (a) Phase speed map c̄ using IAN2 and (b) associated uncertainties
σc̄. (c)-(h) Similar to (a) & (b) except based on (c) & (d) ellIDW3 , (e) & (f) hypIDW3 ,
and (g) & (h) earthquakes (EQ).
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Figure 7: Normalized differences between 30 s Rayleigh wave isotropic phase
speed maps (Fig. 6) from different methods. (a) Normalized difference ∆c̄

(eq. 14) between results from IAN2 and ellIDW3 . (b) Histogram taken over the spatial
nodes of (a). The orange line denotes a Gaussian fit to the histogram. The spatial
mean ⟨∆c̄⟩ and standard deviation ⟨∆2

c̄⟩ of ∆c̄, and the spatial mean of the combined
uncertainties ⟨ϵc̄⟩ (eq. 13 ) are listed on the upper right corner. (c)-(h) Similar to (a)
& (b) except the comparison in (c) & (d) is based on hypIDW3 and IAN2 , in (e) & (f) it
is based on earthquake data (EQ) and IAN2 , and in (g) & (h) it is based on ellIDW3 and
hypIDW3 .
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Figure 8: Statistics of period-dependent differences between the isotropic
phase speed maps from different methods. (a) & (b) The differences are spatial
means ⟨∆c̄⟩ and standard deviations ⟨∆2

c̄⟩ of the normalized difference ∆c̄ (eq. 14)
between IAN2 and ellIDW3 , with (c) associated spatial mean of combined uncertainties
⟨ϵc̄⟩ (eqs. (14)–(16)). (d)-(l) Similar to (a) - (c) except the comparison in (d) - (f) is
based on hypIDW3 and IAN2 , in (g) - (i) it is based on earthquake data (EQ) and IAN2 ,
and in (j) & (l) it is based on ellIDW3 and hypIDW3 .
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Figure 9: Observation of apparent 1ψ azimuthal anisotropy. (a) & (b) At 40 s
period, (a) the red arrows point in the fast direction of 1ψ anisotropy, ψ1, with lengths
proportional to the peak-to-peak 1ψ amplitudes, A1 (eq. (12)). The arrows are drawn
only where A1 > 2%. The background map depicts A1. (b) The arrows are the same
as in (a) but the background map depicts the perturbation of isotropic phase speed A0

from the mean. (c)-(f) Similar to (a) & (b) but at (c) & (d) 60 s period and (e) & (f)
80 s period.
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Figure 10: Rayleigh wave 2ψ azimuthal anisotropy maps at 30 s period from
different methods. (a)-(c) Based on IAN2 , (a) 2ψ peak-to-peak amplitudes A2 (eq.
(12)) and fast directions ψ2 are represented by the lengths and directions of red bars,
respectively. The background map depicts A2. The associated uncertainties are shown
for (b) ψ2 and (c) A2. (d)-(l) Similar to (a)-(c) except based on (d)-(f) ellIDW3 , (g)-(i)
hypIDW3 , and (j)-(l) earthquake data.
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Figure 11: Comparison of the 30 s period Rayleigh wave 2ψ azimuthal
anisotropy maps (Fig. 10) based on different methods. (a) Normalized ab-
solute difference of 2ψ fast directions (∆ψ2

) between IAN2 and ellIDW3 . (b) Histogram of
(a). The spatial standard deviation of the normalized difference ⟨∆2

ψ2
⟩ and the spatial

mean of the combined uncertainties ⟨ϵψ2
⟩ are listed in the upper right corner. (c) &

(d) Similar to (a) & (b) except the difference is for 2ψ amplitudes, A2. The orange
line in (d) is the Gaussian fit to the histogram and the spatial mean of the normalized
difference ⟨∆A2

⟩ is also listed. (e)-(l) Similar to (a)-(d), except the difference is (e)-(h)
between IAN2 and hypIDW3 , and (i)-(l) between IAN2 and earthquake data (EQ).
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Figure 12: Statistics of period-dependent differences between the anisotropic
maps from different methods. (a)-(c) The statistics are spatial (a) means ⟨∆ψ2

⟩
and (b) standard deviations ⟨∆2

ψ2
⟩ of the normalized difference in fast directions ∆ψ2

(eq. (14)) between IAN2 and ellIDW3 , and (c) is the associated spatial mean of combined
uncertainties ⟨ϵψ2

⟩. (d)-(f) Similar to (a)-(c) except the statistics are for amplitudes A2.
(g)-(x) Similar to (a)-(f) except in (g)-(l) the comparison is based on hypIDW3 and IAN2 ,
in (m)-(r) it is based on earthquake data (EQ) and IAN2 , and in (s)-(x) it is based on
ellIDW3 and hypIDW3 .
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Figure 13: Composite Rayleigh wave isotropic phase speed maps at several
periods. (a) Phase speed map c̄ at 10 s period combining data from IAN2 , ellIDW3 and
hypIDW3 with (b) associated uncertainties σc̄. (c) & (d) Similar to (a) & (b) except at
20 s period. (e) & (f) Similar to (a) & (b) except at 30 s period. At this period,
earthquake data also contribute. (g) & (h) Similar to (a) & (b) except at 60 s period
where only earthquake data are available.
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Figure 14: Composite 2ψ azimuthal anisotropy maps at several periods. (a)-
(c) Similar to Figs 10a-c but based on combined data from IAN2 , ellIDW3 and hypIDW3 at
12 s period. (d)-(f) Similar to (a)-(c) except at 30 s period earthquake data are also
available. (g)-(l) Similar to (a)-(c) except (g)-(i) at 50 s period and (j)-(l) at 80 s period,
only earthquake data are available.
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Figure 15: Local period-dependent Rayleigh wave azimuthally anisotropic
dispersion curves. (a) Fast directions and (b) peak-to-peak amplitudes for 2ψ
anisotropy versus period for a point near the Juan de Fuca Ridge. Error bars are
the mean ± twice the uncertainties: ψ2 ± 2σψ2

and A2 ± 2σA2
. Only earthquake data

are available at periods > 40 s. (c)-(h) Similar to (a) & (b) except (c) & (d) on the
Juan de Fuca Plate, (e) & (f) on the continental shelf east of the Juan de Fuca Plate,
and (g) & (h) on the continent (Fig. 1a).
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Figure 16: Local Rayleigh wave isotropic dispersion curves. Local dispersion
curves are plotted for a point (a) near the Juan de Fuca Ridge, (b) on the Juan de Fuca
Plate, (c) on the continental shelf, and (d) on the continent (Fig. 1a) from IAN2 (gray),
ellIDW3 (red), hypIDW3 (green), earthquake data (orange), composite data (blue), and
Janiszewski et al. (2019) (light purple). The shadings represent c̄± 2σc̄.
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Figure 17: Comparison of isotropic phase speed maps with those from
Janiszewski et al. (2019). Error bars denote the spatial mean of the raw differ-
ence ± combined uncertainties ⟨ϵc̄⟩. Maps of Janiszewski et al. (2019) are from ambient
noise at periods ≤ 20 s (blue circles) and from earthquake data at periods ≥ 20 s
(orange squares). The red error bar is the difference between their ambient noise and
earthquake results at 20 s (slightly shifted from 20 s for visualization). These results
can be compared approximately to differences in the maps produced by our methods
by multiplying ⟨∆c̄⟩ and ⟨ϵc̄⟩ from Fig. 8.
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Table S123

Table S1: Problematic Stations

Problem Instrument type Identified before?i Station
π shifta land – CN.HOPB

LDEO Y 7D.G02D
N Z5.∗e

Mislocationa land – NV.NCBC
LDEO N 7D.FN08C,

7D.FN11C
SIO N 7D.M12B

Unknowna LDEO N 7D.M10B,
7D.M18B

SIO N 7D.M04C
Gainb LDEOc Y CI yrs 1–3f

N 7D.FC03D,
7D.FS45D,
7D.G18D,
7D.G34D,
7D.J09D,
7D.J10D,
7D.J17D,
7D.J18D,
7D.M15D,
7D.M17D,
Z5.GB100

SIOd N 7D.J23D,
Z5.BB830,
Z5.GB111,
Z5.GB171

WHOI N 7D.J68Ag,
X9.BB320h

a Identified from ambient noise station travel time residuals and are not
corrected.

b Identified by comparing earthquake amplitudes at nearby stations (<∼
100 km).

c A correction factor of 2.37 is applied (Janiszewski et al., 2019).
d A correction factor of 0.2 is applied.
e All stations in the Z5 network.
f Cascadia Initiative deployment years 1–3.
g Uncorrected due to unknown factor.
h Uncorrected due to temporal variability.
i Janiszewski et al. (2019).
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Figures S1 to S1024
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Figure S1: Examples of travel time residuals for identification of problematic
stations. (a) For a normal station 7D.J47AGP (7D.J47A & 7D.J47C, yellow star), travel
time residuals at 20 s period with other stations (triangles) are shown. (b) Histogram of
residuals in (a) whose median and MAD are labeled in the upper left. (c) & (d) Similar to
(a) & (b) except for a station with π phase shift. (e) & (f) Similar to (a) & (b) except for a
station probably mislocated. (g) & (h) Similar to (a) & (b) except for a station with unknown
problems.
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Figure S2: Examples of amplitude ratios for identification of instrument gain
problems. (a) For a normal station Z5.GB101, the amplitude ratios at 40 s period from the
same earthquakes with another normal station (7D.G36D) which is 55 km apart are plotted
against the dates of the earthquakes. (b) Histogram of ratios in (a) whose median is −0.02.
(c) & (d) Similar to (a) & (b) except for a station with (time-independent) overestimation of
amplitudes. (e) & (f) Similar to (a) & (b) except for a station with time-variable gain, where
the discontinuity around Dec 2012 is highlighted in green.
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Figure S3: Comparison of Rayleigh wave isotropic phase speed map at 10 s period
with Janiszewski et al. (2019). (a) & (b) Our phase speed map and associated errors
combining two- and three-station interferometry. (c) & (d) Similar to (a) & (b) except from
Janiszewski et al. (2019) using two-station interferometry. (e) Normalized difference between
(a) and (c) where a positive number means our map is faster. (f) Histogram of (e). The mean
and the standard deviation are labeled in the upper right.
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Figure S4: Same as Fig. S3 except at 20 s period. (c) (d) Maps of Janiszewski et al.
(2019) are from ambient noise two-station interferometry.
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Figure S5: Same as Fig. S4 except (c) & (d) maps of Janiszewski et al. (2019) are
from earthquakes.
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Figure S6: Similar to Fig. S5 except at 32 s period. (a) & (b) Our maps combine
two-station interferometry, three-station interferometry, and earthquake data.
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Figure S7: Same as Fig. S6 except at 40 s period.
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Figure S8: Similar to Fig. S6 except at 50 s period. (a) (b) Our results are purely
based on earthquakes.
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Figure S9: Same as Fig. S6 except at 60 s period.
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Figure S10: Same as Fig. S9 except at 80 s period.
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